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A Hidden History of the Tower of London
The Leaning Tower of Pisa, located in Italy, is famous for its visible tilt. Engineering
the Leaning Tower of Pisa introduces readers to the tower's history, examines why
the tilt developed in the first place, and discusses the methods that have been
used to stabilize the tower and keep it safe for visitors. Easy-to-read text, vivid
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images, and helpful back matter give readers a clear look at this subject. Features
include a table of contents, infographics, a glossary, additional resources, and an
index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Core
Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.

The Tower
Famed as the ultimate penalty for traitors, heretics and royalty alike, being sent to
the Tower is known to have been experienced by no less than 8,000 unfortunate
souls. Many of those who were imprisoned in the Tower never returned to
civilisation and those who did, often did so without their head! It is hardly
surprising that the Tower has earned itself a reputation among the most infamous
buildings on the planet. There have, of course, been other towers. Practically every
castle ever built has consisted of at least one; indeed, even by the late 14th
century, the Tower proudly boasted no less than 21\. Yet even as early as the
1100s, the effect that the first Tower had on the psyche of the local population was
considerable. The sight of the dark four-pointed citadel – at the time the largest
building in London – as it appeared against the backdrop of the expanding city
gave rise to many legends, ranging from the exact circumstances of its creation to
what went on within its strong walls. In ten centuries what once consisted of a
solitary keep has developed into a complex castle around which the history of
England has continuously evolved. So revered has it become that legend has it
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that should the Tower fall, so would the kingdom. Beginning with the early tales
surrounding its creation, this book investigates the private life of an English icon.
Concentrating on the Tower’s developing role throughout the centuries, not in
terms of its physical expansion into a site of unique architectural majesty or many
purposes but through the eyes of those who experienced its darker side, it pieces
together the, often seldom-told, human story and how the fates of many of those
who stayed within its walls contributed to its lasting effect on England’s – and later
the UK’s – destiny. From ruthless traitors to unjustly killed Jesuits, vanished
treasures to disappeared princes and jaded wives to star-crossed lovers, this book
provides a raw and at times unsettling insight into its unsolved mysteries and the
lot of its unfortunate victims, thus explaining how this once typical castle came to
be the place we will always remember as THE TOWER.

Nimrod: The Tower of Babel by Trey Smith (Paperback)
Massive pyramids tower over the Giza Plateau near Cairo, Egypt. Built in the
Bronze Age, these immense stone structures were engineered with remarkable
precision. How did the ancient Egyptians construct them without the use of modern
tools? Why were they built? Throughout the centuries, historians and
archaeologists have studied the pyramids and other Egyptian artifacts in search of
possible answers to these questions. The pyramids are filled with mysterious doors
and passageways—what other secrets and treasures might lie inside? Find out
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more about the myths, science, and technology surrounding the creation and
exploration of the Egyptian pyramids.

Tower of Basel
The Wall Street Journal's award-winning business reporter unveils the bizarre and
sinister story of how a math genius named Tom Hayes, a handful of outrageous
confederates, and a deeply corrupt banking system ignited one of the greatest
financial scandals in history. The paperback edition includes a new chapter
discussing further fallout from the scandal. In 2006, an oddball group of bankers,
traders and brokers from some of the world’s largest financial institutions made a
startling realization: Libor—the London interbank offered rate, which determines
interest rates on trillions in loans worldwide—was set daily by a small group of
easily manipulated functionaries. Tom Hayes, a brilliant but troubled
mathematician, became the lynchpin of shadowy team that used hook and crook
to take over the process and set rates that made them a fortune, no matter the
cost to others. Among the motley crew was a French trader nicknamed “Gollum”;
the broker “Abbo,” who liked to publicly strip naked when drinking; a Kazakh
chicken farmer turned something short of financial whiz kid; an executive called
“Clumpy” because of his patchwork hair loss; and a broker uncreatively nicknamed
“Big Nose.” Eventually known as the “Spider Network,” Hayes’s circle generated
untold riches —until it all unraveled in spectacularly vicious, backstabbing fashion.
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Praised as reading “like a fast-paced John le Carré thriller” (New York Times),
“compelling” (Washington Post) and “jaw-dropping” (Financial Times), The Spider
Network is not only a rollicking account of the scam, but a provocative examination
of a financial system that was warped and shady throughout.

The Tower of London
Soon to be a major motion picture starring Matthew McConaughey and Idris Elba
“An impressive work of mythic magnitude that may turn out to be Stephen King’s
greatest literary achievement” (The Atlanta Journal-Constitution), The Gunslinger is
the first volume in the epic Dark Tower Series. A #1 national bestseller, The
Gunslinger introduces readers to one of Stephen King’s most powerful creations,
Roland of Gilead: The Last Gunslinger. He is a haunting figure, a loner on a
spellbinding journey into good and evil. In his desolate world, which mirrors our
own in frightening ways, Roland tracks The Man in Black, encounters an enticing
woman named Alice, and begins a friendship with the boy from New York named
Jake. Inspired in part by the Robert Browning narrative poem, “Childe Roland to the
Dark Tower Came,” The Gunslinger is “a compelling whirlpool of a story that draws
one irretrievable to its center” (Milwaukee Sentinel). It is “brilliant and fresh…and
will leave you panting for more” (Booklist).
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Tower
Blogging in the Global Citizens: Social Media series explores various aspects of
blogging through the lenses of History, Geography, Civics, and Economics. Using
the new C3 Framework for Social Studies Standards, students will develop
questions about the text, and use evidence from a variety of sources in order to
form conclusions. Data-focused backmatter is included, as well as a bibliography,
glossary, and index.

The Tower of London
Discusses the history, mythology, characters, and geography of the epic fantasy
series as well as its influences and connections to King's other novels, and includes
a travel guide to the story's real-world locations.

Tiny Killers
An eye-opening, pathbreaking account of the onset of the Asia-Pacific War, by the
acclaimed author of Downfall and Guadalcanal. In 1937, the swath of the globe
east from India to the Pacific Ocean enclosed half the world’s population, all save a
fraction enduring under some form of colonialism. Japan’s onslaught into China
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that year unleashed a tidal wave of events that fundamentally transformed this
region and killed about twenty-five million people. From just two nation states with
real sovereignty, Thailand and Japan, and two with compromised sovereignty,
China and Mongolia, the region today encompasses at least nineteen major
sovereign nations. This extraordinary World War II narrative vividly describes in
exquisite detail the battles across this entire region and links those struggles on
many levels with their profound twenty-first-century legacies. Beginning with
China’s long-neglected years of heroic, costly resistance, Tower of Skulls explodes
outward to campaigns including Singapore, the Philippines, the Netherlands East
Indies, India, and Burma, as well as across the Pacific to Pearl Harbor. These pages
cast penetrating light on how struggles in Europe and Asia merged into a tightly
entwined global war. They feature not just battles, but also the sweeping political,
economic, and social effects of the war, and are graced with a rich tapestry of
individual characters from top-tier political and military figures down to ordinary
servicemen, as well as the accounts of civilians of all races and ages. In this first
volume of a trilogy, award-winning historian Richard B. Frank draws on rich
archival research and recently discovered documentary evidence to tell an epic
story that gave birth to the world we live in now.

The Towers of Trebizond
While searching for her fairy godmother, a young girl uncovers a world of magic It
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starts with chocolates. Dreaming of a box of chocolates that never empties, Angela
writes a letter to her fairy godmother asking for one. To her surprise, the fairy
writes back! A letter appears on her mantelpiece from “Pilaria of the Kingdom of
the Faeries,” written on ancient parchment with purple ink, and covered in a gold
dust that vanishes as soon as it flies into the air. Is this really a letter from the land
of magic? And if so, what does it mean? Angela and her two best friends begin
investigating the mystery, searching Angela’s house for clues. But out of the blue,
more letters appear on Angela’s mantelpiece. Pilaria is lonesome, and as curious
about the girls’ world as they are about her kingdom. What they learn from their
correspondence with this enchanting godmother will change everything they
know—about magic and reality—forever. This ebook features a personal history by
Janet Taylor Lisle including rare images and never-before-seen documents from the
author’s own collection.

Tower of Skulls: A History of the Asia-Pacific War, Volume I:
July 1937-May 1942
While he should be studying for a geography test, Ben dreams about a voyage
around the world.

Epic
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In 1970, Stephen King embarked on what would become the crowning
achievement in his literary career-the Dark Tower. The seven-volume series,
written and published over a period of 30 years, was inspired by Robert Browning's
poem "Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came," as well as J.R.R. Tolkien's The Lord
of the Rings, and the spaghetti Westerns of Sergio Leone. With the full cooperation
of Stephen King himself, The Road to the Dark Tower examines the epic journey of
the author to complete a story that threatened to overwhelm him. In this
indispensable companion, Bev Vincent presents a book-by-book analysis of each
volume in the series, tracing the Dark Tower's connections to King's other novels
including The Stand, Insomnia, and Hearts in Atlantis, and offering insights from
the author about the creative process involved in crafting his lifelong work-a work
that has consumed not only Stephen King, but his legion of devoted readers. This
is essential reading for any Dark Tower-or Stephen King-fan.

The Spider Network
A major new history of the Crusades with an unprecedented wide scope, told in a
tableau of portraits of people on all sides of the wars, from the New York Times
bestselling author of The Templars. For more than one thousand years, Christians
and Muslims lived side by side, sometimes at peace and sometimes at war. When
Christian armies seized Jerusalem in 1099, they began the most notorious period of
conflict between the two religions. Depending on who you ask, the fall of the holy
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city was either an inspiring legend or the greatest of horrors. In Crusaders, Dan
Jones interrogates the many sides of the larger story, charting a deeply human and
avowedly pluralist path through the crusading era. Expanding the usual timeframe,
Jones looks to the roots of Christian-Muslim relations in the eighth century and
tracks the influence of crusading to present day. He widens the geographical focus
to far-flung regions home to so-called enemies of the Church, including Spain,
North Africa, southern France, and the Baltic states. By telling intimate stories of
individual journeys, Jones illuminates these centuries of war not only from the
perspective of popes and kings, but from Arab-Sicilian poets, Byzantine princesses,
Sunni scholars, Shi'ite viziers, Mamluk slave soldiers, Mongol chieftains, and
barefoot friars. Crusading remains a rallying call to this day, but its role in the
popular imagination ignores the cooperation and complicated coexistence that
were just as much a feature of the period as warfare. The age-old relationships
between faith, conquest, wealth, power, and trade meant that crusading was not
only about fighting for the glory of God, but also, among other earthly reasons,
about gold. In this richly dramatic narrative that gives voice to sources usually
pushed to the margins, Dan Jones has written an authoritative survey of the holy
wars with global scope and human focus.

The Square and the Tower
In an hilarious novel set on an overland journey across Turkey, the narrator
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encounters sorcerers, cops, and southern evangelists as she and her companion
travel from Istanbul to Trebizond on a tourist adventure that quickly runs afoul of
an ancient and sometimes unbendable culture. Reprint.

War of the Black Tower
Explores the Tower's grand history with beautiful illustrations.

Accursed Tower
Step back in time to medieval London to find out about the lives of those working
and living there.

The Dark Tower Companion
A dark, swashbuckling epic fantasy by the author of War of the Black Tower. Black
times have come to the kingdom of Felgrad. Once one of the jewels of the
Crescent, now the dark powers have turned their gaze upon it, and Giorn Wesrain,
son of the baron of Fiarth, has become inextricably drawn into the machinations of
the Dark One, along with his beloved Niara, High Priestess of Illiana. The shadow
loomed. Two eyes burned from it, devouring and all-consuming. Baleron felt a chill
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course down his spine. His fingers curled more tightly around the pommel of his
sword. And then the ancient evil spoke … When Baleron’s brother is slain in a
vicious attack, Baleron learns that the Dark Lord of legend is plotting to overthrow
the goodly kingdoms of the Crescent, that fragile bulwark between the soft
northern kingdoms and the foul empire of Oslog to the south. If the Crescent falls,
so will the world. Hounded by agents of the Enemy, Baleron, the youngest son of
the King of Havensrike, the black sheep of the royal family, returns to the capital
city of the kingdom. There his father gives him one last assignment to redeem
himself in the King’s eyes. But disaster strikes, his sister is taken, and the Enemy
launches a devastating blow. Baleron learns a shocking secret, that he is tied to an
ancient prophecy. The words of the prophecy say that he, Baleron Grothgar, will be
the fated champion of the Dark Lord. War of the Black Tower is the story of
Baleron’s quest to throw off this destiny, save his sister and his kingdom, and
defeat the Dark Lord for good. This is the first volume in a sprawling, action-packed
series by USA Today and New York Times bestselling author Jack Conner. If you like
Terry Goodkind, R. A. Salvatore or J. R. R. Tolkien, you’ll love this thrilling dark epic
fantasy. Scroll up to grab your copy today!

Engineering the Leaning Tower of Pisa
"From early ideas about what made people sick to modern understanding of the
tiny but powerful bacteria all around us, read this book to learn all about the
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history of the science of what makes us sick."--

The White Tower
The instant New York Times bestseller. A brilliant recasting of the turning points in
world history, including the one we're living through, as a collision between old
power hierarchies and new social networks. “Captivating and compelling.” —The
New York Times "Niall Ferguson has again written a brilliant bookIn 400 pages you
will have restocked your mind. Do it." —The Wall Street Journal “The Square and
the Tower, in addition to being provocative history, may prove to be a bellwether
work of the Internet Age.” —Christian Science Monitor Most history is hierarchical:
it's about emperors, presidents, prime ministers and field marshals. It's about
states, armies and corporations. It's about orders from on high. Even history "from
below" is often about trade unions and workers' parties. But what if that's simply
because hierarchical institutions create the archives that historians rely on? What if
we are missing the informal, less well documented social networks that are the
true sources of power and drivers of change? The 21st century has been hailed as
the Age of Networks. However, in The Square and the Tower, Niall Ferguson argues
that networks have always been with us, from the structure of the brain to the food
chain, from the family tree to freemasonry. Throughout history, hierarchies housed
in high towers have claimed to rule, but often real power has resided in the
networks in the town square below. For it is networks that tend to innovate. And it
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is through networks that revolutionary ideas can contagiously spread. Just because
conspiracy theorists like to fantasize about such networks doesn't mean they are
not real. From the cults of ancient Rome to the dynasties of the Renaissance, from
the founding fathers to Facebook, The Square and the Tower tells the story of the
rise, fall and rise of networks, and shows how network theory--concepts such as
clustering, degrees of separation, weak ties, contagions and phase transitions--can
transform our understanding of both the past and the present. Just as The Ascent
of Money put Wall Street into historical perspective, so The Square and the Tower
does the same for Silicon Valley. And it offers a bold prediction about which
hierarchies will withstand this latest wave of network disruption--and which will be
toppled.

The Tower
The city of Acre, powerfully fortified and richly provisioned, was the last crusader
stronghold. When it fell in 1291, two hundred years of Christian crusading in the
Holy Land came to a bloody end. With his customary narrative brilliance and
immediacy, Roger Crowley chronicles the tumultuous and violent attack on Acre,
the heaviest bombardment before the age of gunpowder, which left this once great
Mediterranean city a crumbling ruin. The 'Accursed Tower' was the focal point of
this siege. As the last garrison of the Crusader defences, it came to symbolise the
disintegration of the old world and the rise of a new era of Islamic jihad. Crowley's
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narrative is based on forensic research, drawing heavily on little known first hand
sources, both Christian and Arabic. This is a fast-paced and gripping account of a
pivotal moment in world history.

The Dark Tower I
Valerio Massimo Manfredi's The Tower is a modern thriller solving an ancient
mystery. AD 70. A ferocious, mysterious force hidden in a solitary tower
annihilated a squad of Roman soldiers advancing through the Sahara desert. There
was a single survivor: the Etruscan diviner Avile Vipinas, who later described the
horror of the creature in the tower and suggested how it could be destroyed.
Nearly 2,000 years later, to find the tower and solve its unutterable mystery, three
men venture into the heart of the Sahara: an archaeologist following the traces of
his father, a colonel from the Foreign Legion thirsting for revenge, and a priest who
puts his faith to the ultimate test. Just what is the dark being that slumbers in the
tower?

The Gold Dust Letters
Follow Richard III through the resplendent castles, towering cathedrals, manor
houses and chapels associated with his controversial life.
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Blogging
Patagonia’s Cerro Torre, considered by many the most beautiful peak in the world,
draws the finest and most devoted technical alpinists to its climbing challenges.
But controversy has swirled around this ice-capped peak since Cesare Maestri
claimed first ascent in 1959. Since then a debate has raged, with world-class
climbers attempting to retrace his route but finding only contradictions. This
chronicle of hubris, heroism, controversies and epic journeys offers a glimpse into
the human condition, and why some pursue extreme endeavors that at face value
have no worth.

The Tower of Living and Dying
Every town has a story. Experience small-town life and American history with this
nearly wordless picture book. A magical newspaper takes a young boy on a journey
through the history of a beloved hometown, from the 1860s to present day.
Striking illustrations celebrate main-street Americana as thy boy discovers the past
and its importance.

The Tower on the Rift
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#1 WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER * NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER New York
Times finance editor David Enrich's explosive exposé of the most scandalous bank
in the world, revealing its shadowy ties to Donald Trump, Putin's Russia, and Nazi
Germany “A jaw-dropping financial thriller” —Philadelphia Inquirer On a rainy
Sunday in 2014, a senior executive at Deutsche Bank was found hanging in his
London apartment. Bill Broeksmit had helped build the 150-year-old financial
institution into a global colossus, and his sudden death was a mystery, made more
so by the bank’s efforts to deter investigation. Broeksmit, it turned out, was a man
who knew too much. In Dark Towers, award-winning journalist David Enrich reveals
the truth about Deutsche Bank and its epic path of devastation. Tracing the bank’s
history back to its propping up of a default-prone American developer in the 1880s,
helping the Nazis build Auschwitz, and wooing Eastern Bloc authoritarians, he
shows how in the 1990s, via a succession of hard-charging executives, Deutsche
made a fateful decision to pursue Wall Street riches, often at the expense of ethics
and the law. Soon, the bank was manipulating markets, violating international
sanctions to aid terrorist regimes, scamming investors, defrauding regulators, and
laundering money for Russian oligarchs. Ever desperate for an American foothold,
Deutsche also started doing business with a self-promoting real estate magnate
nearly every other bank in the world deemed too dangerous to touch: Donald
Trump. Over the next twenty years, Deutsche executives loaned billions to Trump,
the Kushner family, and an array of scandal-tarred clients, including convicted sex
offender Jeffrey Epstein. Dark Towers is the never-before-told saga of how
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Deutsche Bank became the global face of financial recklessness and
criminality—the corporate equivalent of a weapon of mass destruction. It is also
the story of a man who was consumed by fear of what he’d seen at the bank—and
his son’s obsessive search for the secrets he kept.

The World of Richard III
A dramatic history of the Tower of London places its story in a context of national
and international events, drawing on primary sources to explore its diverse
functions as a British symbol, epicenter for violent events and modern tourist
attraction. By the author of Through a Glass Darkly. 30,000 first printing.

Freaky-Strange Buildings
A powerhouse story of bloodshed, ambition, and fate, The Tower of Living and
Dying is a continuation of Anna Smith Spark's brilliant Empires of Dust trilogy,
which began with The Court of Broken Knives. Marith has been a sellsword, a
prince, a murderer, a demon, and dead. But something keeps bringing him back to
life, and now there is nothing stopping him from taking back the throne that is
rightfully his. Thalia, the former high priestess, remains Marith's only tenuous
grasp to whatever goodness he has left. His left hand and his last source of light,
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Thalia still believes that the power that lies within him can be used for better ends.
But as more forces gather beneath Marith's banner, she can feel her influence
slipping. Read the second book in this "gritty and glorious!" (Miles Cameron) epic
fantasy series reminiscent of Joe Abercrombie and Mark Lawrence where the exiled
son of a king fights to reclaim his throne no matter the cost. Empires of DustThe
Court of Broken KnivesThe Tower of Living and Dying

Dark Towers
#WELCOME TO EPIC: PRESS START TO PLAY#. On New Earth, Epic is not just a
computer game, it's a matter of life and death. If you lose, you lose everything; if
you win, the world is yours for the taking. Seeking revenge for the unjust treatment
of his parents, Erik subverts the rules of the game, and he and his friends are
drawn into a world of power-hungry, dangerous players. Now they must fight the
ultimate masters of the game -- The Committee. But what Erik doesn't know is that
The Committee has a sinister, deadly secret, and challenging it could destroy the
whole world of Epic.

World Trade Center
Fortress, palace & prison, the 1000-year story of the Tower
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Tales from the Tower of London
Tower of Basel is the first investigative history of the world's most secretive global
financial institution. Based on extensive archival research in Switzerland, Britain,
and the United States, and in-depth interviews with key decision-makers—including
Paul Volcker, the former chairman of the US Federal Reserve; Sir Mervyn King,
governor of the Bank of England; and former senior Bank for International
Settlements managers and officials—Tower of Basel tells the inside story of the
Bank for International Settlements (BIS): the central bankers' own bank. Created
by the governors of the Bank of England and the Reichsbank in 1930, and
protected by an international treaty, the BIS and its assets are legally beyond the
reach of any government or jurisdiction. The bank is untouchable. Swiss authorities
have no jurisdiction over the bank or its premises. The BIS has just 140 customers
but made tax-free profits of 1.17 billion in 2011–2012. Since its creation, the bank
has been at the heart of global events but has often gone unnoticed. Under
Thomas McKittrick, the bank's American president from 1940–1946, the BIS was
open for business throughout the Second World War. The BIS accepted looted Nazi
gold, conducted foreign exchange deals for the Reichsbank, and was used by both
the Allies and the Axis powers as a secret contact point to keep the channels of
international finance open. After 1945 the BIS—still behind the scenes—for
decades provided the necessary technical and administrative support for the transEuropean currency project, from the first attempts to harmonize exchange rates in
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the late 1940s to the launch of the Euro in 2002. It now stands at the center of
efforts to build a new global financial and regulatory architecture, once again
proving that it has the power to shape the financial rules of our world. Yet despite
its pivotal role in the financial and political history of the last century and during
the economic current crisis, the BIS has remained largely unknown—until now.

Read OnHistory
Gods meddle in the fates of men, men play with the fates of gods, and a pretender
must be cast down from the throne in this masterful first fantasy novel from Ann
Leckie, New York Times bestselling author and winner of the Hugo, Nebula, and
Arthur C. Clarke Awards. "It's a delight to read something so different, so wonderful
and strange."-Patrick Rothfuss "Absolutely wonderfulutterly brilliant."-The New
York Times Book Review For centuries, the kingdom of Iraden has been protected
by the god known as the Raven. He watches over his territory from atop a tower in
the powerful port of Vastai. His will is enacted through the Raven's Lease, a human
ruler chosen by the god himself. His magic is sustained by the blood sacrifice that
every Lease must offer. And under the Raven's watch, the city flourishes. But the
Raven's tower holds a secret. Its foundations conceal a dark history that has been
waiting to reveal itselfand to set in motion a chain of events that could destroy
Iraden forever. For more from Ann Leckie, check out:Ancillary JusticeAncillary
SwordAncillary Mercy Provenance
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Mysteries of the Egyptian Pyramids
In this second volume, Karan, a young Sensitive carrying the blood of all three
Worlds, comes into possession of the Mirror of Aachen, which holds the power to
heal--or destroy--World relations. But as war rages, Tensor, the leader of the
Aachim people, steals the mirror and flees with the young chronicler, Lilan, leaving
all to wonder how they plan to use this magic.

Everyday Life in Medieval London
Nimrod: The Tower of Babel is likely one of the BEST PRESENTATION on Nimrod
and the Tower of Babel ever in print. In this book, we use actual Sumerian texts,
artifacts, and the Biblical account to bring Nimrod, Noah and the Tower of Babel to
life. This is a full color, high definition imagery book by Trey Smith.

Crusaders
The first behind-the-scenes account of life with the legendary ravens at the world’s
eeriest monument The ravens at the Tower of London are of mighty importance:
rumor has it that if a raven from the Tower should ever leave, the city will fall. The
title of Ravenmaster, therefore, is a serious title indeed, and after decades of
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serving the Queen, Yeoman Warder Christopher Skaife took on the added
responsibility of caring for the infamous ravens. In The Ravenmaster, he lets us in
on his life as he feeds his birds raw meat and biscuits soaked in blood, buys their
food at Smithfield Market, and ensures that these unusual, misunderstood, and
utterly brilliant corvids are healthy, happy, and ready to captivate the four million
tourists who flock to the Tower every year. A rewarding, intimate, and inspiring
partnership has developed between the ravens and their charismatic and charming
human, the Ravenmaster, who shares the folklore, history, and superstitions
surrounding the ravens and the Tower. Shining a light on the behavior of the birds,
their pecking order and social structure, and the tricks they play on us, Skaife
shows who the Tower’s true guardians really are—and the result is a compelling
and irreverent narrative that will surprise and enchant.

The Ravenmaster
Describes some of the most unusual buildings in the world, including a hotel built
of salt and an office building that looks like a basket, and compares their various
features to similar characteristics of other things.

The Raven Tower
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While reading The World Trade Center Complex, students will learn about the the
planning and purpose of what was built upon ground zero in New York City. This
32-page title uses a variety of teaching components to help young readers
strengthen their reading comprehension skills. The Symbols of Freedom series will
allow students to explain events or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical
text, using language that pertains to time, sequence, and cause versus effect.
Each title features photographs, maps, and informational sidebars that work with a
Show What You Know section to help readers build their understanding of the
topic.

The Road to the Dark Tower
Make history come alive! This book helps librarians and teachers as well as readers
themselves find books they will enjoy—titles that will animate and explain the past,
entertain, and expand their minds.

Ben's Dream
"Told brilliantly, even unforgettably An American story, one that belongs to all of
us." — Boston Globe “A richly textured guide to the history of our immigrant
nation’s pinnacle immigrant city has managed to enter the stage during an
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election season that has resurrected this historically fraught topic in all its
fierceness.” — New York Times Book Review New York has been America’s city of
immigrants for nearly four centuries. Growing from Peter Minuit’s tiny settlement
of 1626 to a clamorous metropolis with more than three million immigrants today,
the city has always been a magnet for transplants from all over the globe. City of
Dreams is the long-overdue, inspiring, and defining account of New York’s
immigrants, both famous and forgotten: the young man from the Caribbean who
relocated to New York and became a founding father; Russian-born Emma
Goldman, who condoned the murder of American industrialists as a means of
aiding downtrodden workers; Dominican immigrant Oscar de la Renta, who dressed
first ladies from Jackie Kennedy to Michelle Obama. Over ten years in the making,
Tyler Anbinder’s story is one of innovators and artists, revolutionaries and rioters,
staggering deprivation and soaring triumphs. In so many ways, today’s immigrants
are just like those who came to America in centuries past—and their stories have
never before been told with such breadth of scope, lavish research, and resounding
spirit. “A masterful achievement, City of Dreams is the definitive account of the
American origin story, as told through our premier metropolis. Bold, exhaustive,
always surprising, Anbinder’s book is a wonderful reminder of how we came to be
who we are.” — Timothy Egan, best-selling author of The Immortal Irishman
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The brooding grey walls of the Tower of London circumscribe one of the most
recognisable buildings on the planet. Over its thousand-year history the Tower
stood as a symbol of the English monarchy and served as both a palace and a
prison. It is a place where court intrigues, clandestine liaisons, unimaginable
tortures and grisly executions took place with frightening regularity. Tales from the
Tower of London is the factual history of the great building itself told through the
true stories of the people, royal and common, good and bad, heroes and villains,
who lived and died there. Including characters such as William the Conqueror, the
Princes in the Tower, Jane Grey, Guy Fawkes, Colonel Blood and Rudolf Hess, the
broad range of stories encompassed in Tales from the Tower of London present a
microcosm of all human experience, from love and death to greed and betrayal, all
played out against romantic period settings ranging from medieval knights in
shining armour to the darkest days of World War II. Anyone who loves history and
adventure will find Tales from the Tower of London a classic page turner.

City of Dreams
For a thousand years magic has been outlawed and its wielders rounded up and
taken to The White Tower for purging. Those unfortunate enough to be born with
the gift struggle every day to keep their identities hidden.The Jun'ri have ruled over
the Van'ae since the fall of the wizard order, but the winds of change are beginning
to shift. Magic is on the rise. Those that seek to exploit it as well as those that seek
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to defend it will once again be forced to stand and fight.At sixteen, TY knows he's
different. With the arrival of the Black Watch in Easthaven, his family is forced to
reveal a secret that threatens to strip away everything he held to be true. The
answer to who he is will not only threaten his life, but the lives of everyone around
him. Thrown into an age old war, Ty is forced to use the one thing he fears the
most in order to survive . . . magic.No prisoner has ever escaped the White Tower.
FERRIN is determined to be the first. After enduring extensive torture by a sadistic
Inquisitor, Ferrin is told that he will suffer the Chambers of Purging if he does not
help them create magic-infused weapons for their growing army.As Guardian
Protector to the High King, AYRION is no stranger to battle. With a neighboring
kingdom threatening war, dark creatures of magic growing at an alarming rate,
and a hidden enemy plotting from within the palace walls, he has no choice but to
unleash his twin blades before everything he holds dear is ripped away.VALTOR,
Arch Chancellor of the White Tower and newly promoted advisor to Prince Dakaran,
has been using his position to not only round up any and all gifted wielders as he
works to build an army for what he perceives will be an epic battle between those
with magic and those without.

My Hometown
"Engaging images accompany information about Nickelodeon. The combination of
high-interest subject matter and narrative text is intended for students in grades 3
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through 7"--
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